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1. Introduction
Abelian T-duality [3, 4] is a fundamental concept in string theory. In its purest form, it states
that closed string theory is invariant under the inversion of the radius of a circle in target space.
For this duality to be applicable, the target space has to admit one or more abelian isometries.
However, in general isometries form non-abelian isometry groups. Hence a natural question is
whether there is also a non-abelian T-duality [5] with similar properties. Surprisingly, the answer
to this question is harder than initially expected. Trying to extend the worldsheet approach to T-
duality from abelian to non-abelian groups, one loses control of both α ′ and gs corrections [6]. But
even at the classical level, where we can neglect these corrections, the dual target space in general
lacks the isometries required to recover the original one. Non-abelian T-duality looks at this level
like a one-way street [7].
This puzzle was solved two decades ago in the remarkable work of Klimcˇík and Ševera [8,
9]. They realized that under special circumstances (dubbed Poisson-Lie symmetry [10]) a target
space does not even require isometries to permit T-duality at the classical level. Due to underlying
Poisson-Lie group in the construction, this generalized notion of T-duality is called Poisson-Lie
T-duality. It contains both the abelian and non-abelian version as special case. Classically Poisson-
Lie dual σ -models are related by a canonical transformation of their phase space and therewith are
completely equivalent [9, 11]. As for non-abelian T-duality, the control over quantum correction is
in general lost. Missing a full quantum equivalence, one could question the relevance of this duality.
On the other hand there are two remarkable properties which still make Poisson-Lie T-duality very
useful:
• Under mild assumptions, solutions of the one-loop β -functions are preserved [12–14]. Thus,
one might suggest that this duality is a map between CFTs. This property makes it a powerful
solution generating technique in supergravity (SUGRA). Applications include using non-
abelian T-duality to generates new examples of holographic backgrounds [15–19].
• All known examples of two dimensional σ -models which are classically integrable have
Poisson-Lie symmetry.
The second point is intriguing, because it connects two at first unrelated ideas. Heuristically, a
dynamical system is integrable, if its number of degrees of freedom is matched by its indepen-
dently conserved quantities1 [20]. Many fundamental systems we encounter in theoretical physics,
like the harmonic oscillator have this property. But one should not come to the conclusion that
integrability is common. On the contrary it is very rare. The reason why we still come across the
few exceptions regularly is because they are exactly solvable and thus a perfect testing ground for
ideas and concepts in theoretical physics. An essential example is the classical closed string on
AdS5×S5 [21]. Due to the AdS/CFT correspondence [22] it is conjectured to admit an alternative
description in terms of 4D maximal supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, a conformal field theory
(CFT). A challenge in exploring this duality is that always at least one of its sides is strongly cou-
pled and hard to access. Exploiting integrability, there is still a lot of progress recently. For example
1Of course the infinity of degrees of freedom in field theory and even more in a quatum field theory requires some
more care.
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the anomalous dimensions of certain single trace operators in the CFT can be obtained from inte-
grable spin chains [23,24]. Instead of going into further details here, we refer to the comprehensive
review [25].
To find new integrable two dimensional σ -models is challenging. A methodical approach is
to start with one of the few we know, like the principal chiral model (PCM) [26, 27], and deform
it such that classical integrability is preserved [28]. An important example for this idea is the
Yang-Baxter σ -model (YB model) [29], variously known as η-deformation (η is the deformation
parameter). It was introduced by Klimcik originally as a model with rich Poisson-Lie T-duality and
later discovered to be integrable [30]. More recently, a significant amount of activity was triggered
by the extension of the YBmodel to symmetric spaces [28] and eventually the η-deformation of the
full AdS5×S5 background [31]. Another integrable deformation, the λ -deformation, starts from a
Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) model [32]. It seems to be quite different for the η-deformation, but
in fact both are related by Poisson-Lie T-duality and an analytic continuation [33–35]. Building
on these two, there is now a whole “zoo” of integrable deformations. Example are the two, two
parameter deformations named biYB model [36, 37] and YB Wess-Zumino (WZ) model [38–41].
All of them are Poisson-Lie symmetric.
Historically, Poisson-Lie T-duality is approached from the worldsheet perspective. It can be
made manifest in a doubled σ -model, coined the E -model [9, 35, 42]. Using such a doubled for-
malism already proved to be convenient for abelian T-duality [43–47]. Its two major ingredients
are an O(D,D) invariant inner product and a generalized metric. Latter combines the metric and
the B-field of closed string theory in one object. Half of the coordinates of the doubled target
space in this models can be eliminated to recover a standard σ -model. When this reduction is not
unique, it gives rise to T-dual backgrounds. For abelian T-duality there is also an elegant doubled,
duality symmetric effective theory on the target space called Double Field Theory (DFT) [48–51].
For certain calculations it has advantages over the worldsheet treatment. For example the Ra-
mond/Ramond (R/R) sector which is very important to find SUGRA solutions is much easier to
access. Thus, one would hope that there is a similar understanding at the level of the target space
for Poisson-Lie T-duality. First clues in this direction came from the one-loop β -functions for the
E -model [52,53]. They correspond to the scalar field equations of a gauged supergravity (SUGRA)
whose embedding tensor matches the structure coefficients of a doubled Lie group D. But D is
nothing else than the E -model’s target space. Gauged SUGRAs are further related to DFT by
(generalized) Scherk-Schwarz reductions [54–59] on group manifolds. Thus what is required is
a precise formulation of DFT on group manifolds like D. It was developed in [60–62] and goes
under the name DFTWZW2.
In this paper, we want to review the connection between DFTWZW and the E -model. Most
of the presented results are not new but can be found in the two articles [1, 2]. Both live on two
opposite sides of the spectrum. Because [1] is very short, it emphasis the idea which connects
DFTWZW with Poisson-Lie symmetry but it does not give many details. On the other hand [2] is
rather long and contains a lot of technical parts. They show that all the ideas are on solid grounds
but they can also be overwhelming at first. Hence, here we try to rather emphasis conceptual
2This name is a historical artifact, because the first derivation applied closed string field theory to a WZW-model,
before the theory was later extended to more general σ -models. We say more about this point in section 3.
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aspects instead of technical ones. While at the same time we provide enough background material
to make the beautiful connection between Poisson-Lie T-duality, integrable deformations and DFT
hopefully better accessible to members of all three communities. A first impression how fruitful
this connection can be is given by the recent activity in this new direction [63–69]. But there is still
a lot to explore. We address some of the open questions in the conclusions.
2. E -model and integrable deformations
The coordinate-free approach to general relativity is appreciated for its elegance. It is totally
democratic because any choice of coordinates always singles out a particular perspective on a
geometry over all others. Eventually, the physics of course does not depend on how we choose
coordinates or if we choose any at all. A very similar idea underlies the E -model [9,35,42]. There
is only one physical system, given in terms of an action on a two dimensional worldsheet. But
depending on how we choose the physical fields, we can interpret it as two or sometimes even
more σ -models on very different looking target spaces. To make this idea more explicit, we start
with the ingredients required to construct an E -model:
• an even dimensional Lie group D equipped with an ad-invariant, non-degenerate, bilinear
pairing ⟪·, ·⟫ of split signature on the corresponding Lie algebra d
• at least one maximally isotropic subgroup, denoted as H˜
• a self-adjoint, involution3 E : d→ d
To capture the dynamics of this model, one employs the Hamiltonian
Ham=
1
2
∮
dσ⟪ j(σ),E j(σ)⟫=
1
2
∮
dσ ⟪g−1∂σg ,E g−1∂σg⟫ (2.1)
with the Lie algebra valued current j(σ) = g−1∂σg on D ∋ g . To study the dynamics of this
Hamiltonian, we further need the Poisson brackets for the current components. To make things a
bit less abstract, we choose a basis TA =
(
T˜ a Ta
)
where T˜ a are generators of h˜, the Lie algebra of
H˜. Ta are the remaining generators, which in general need not form a Lie algebra. In this basis the
current components jA(σ) = ⟪TA, j(σ)⟫ are governed by the Poisson brackets
{ jA(σ), jB(σ ′)}=FABC jC(σ)δ (σ −σ ′)+ηABδ ′(σ −σ ′) . (2.2)
This relation relies on two tensors, the structure coefficients FABC of d and the pairing. Without
loss of generality one can choose the basis TA of the Lie algebra such that
[TA,TB] =FAB
C
TC and ηAB = ⟪TA,TB⟫=
(
0 δ ab
δa
b 0
)
(2.3)
holds.
3It is possible to drop this condition and study E -models with non-involutive E [70]. They give rise to the dressing
coset construction [71] and capture an even larger class of Poisson-Lie T-duality than the one we discuss here.
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E -model onD
σ -model on H˜1\D σ -model on H˜2\D . . . σ -model on H˜2\D
Poisson-Lie T-duality Poisson-Lie T-duality
Figure 1: If the Lie groupD of the E -models admits n > 1 maximally isotropic subgroups, it gives rise to
n σ -models on in general very different looking target spaces. But because all of them originate from the
same E -model they are classically still absolutely equivalent. Poisson-Lie T-duality (sometimes also called
plurality if n> 2) is the involved map connecting these target spaces.
How is this description connected to a closed string σ -model, written in terms of a target space
metric and B-fields? To answer this question, we first switch from the Hamiltonian description to
the Lagrangian picture with the action [9]
S =
1
2
∫
dσ dτ⟪g−1∂σg ,g−1∂τg⟫+
1
12
∫
⟪[g−1dg ,g−1dg ],g−1dg⟫−
∫
dτ Ham (2.4)
where the first two terms on the right hand side govern a standard WZW-model on D. We further
split the Lie group element
g = h˜m h˜ ∈ H˜ (2.5)
into a coset representative m and an element of the maximally isotropic subgroup. Because of
the special properties of the subgroup H˜, h˜ only appears in the combination h˜−1∂σ h˜ in the field
equations and we are able to integrate it out. After this step the remaining target space is M=H˜\D
and the action becomes [35, 42, 70]
S=
1
4
∫
dξ+ dξ−⟪(1−2P(E ))m−1∂+m,m−1∂−m⟫+ 112
∫
⟪[m−1dm,m−1dm],m−1dm⟫ . (2.6)
Here we also switched to light cone coordinates ξ± = 1/2(τ ± σ). P(E ) is a projector that
originates from integrating out the h˜ contributions. It is defined by its image and kernel
ImP = h˜ , KerP = (1+ adm−1 ·E · adm)d . (2.7)
From the first terms in (2.6), we can read off the target space metric (symmetric part) and the B-field
(anti-symmetric part). The second term is a WZ-term. It captures an H-flux which cannot written
as H = dB such that B is globally defined on M. There are three important lessons which can be
learned from this short derivation:
• If there is more than one maximally isotropic subgroup, like depicted in figure 1, we can
derive for each a σ -model. These models describe very different target spaces but are equiv-
alent because they originate from the same E -model. They are Poisson-Lie T-dual.
• In practice the projector P quickly gets complicated if we choose explicit coordinates on
M. Knowing just the metric and B-field it is hard to even figure out whether the σ -model
originated from an E -model or not. Thus, Poisson-Lie T-duality is a hidden symmetry at this
level and only is manifest in the E -model formulation.
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• There is a slight generalization of the original E -model which is important for the DFT
description. Originally, the operator E is constant on D. But to go from (2.4) to (2.6) it is
sufficient to only require that it is independent of H˜. We will come back to this point in much
more detail in section 5.
Why is this approach so well suited to study integrable deformations? Assume we want to
study an integrable σ -model on a group manifold G. Our first task is to understand how we can
find all independently conserved charges integrability requires. The E -model makes this step easy.
First, we identify D with the complexification GC of a D-dimensional Lie group G and study the
time evolution of the current j(σ). Using the Poisson bracket and the Hamiltonian, we find
∂τ j(σ) = {Ham, j(σ)}= ∂σ (E j(σ))+ [E j(σ), j(σ)] . (2.8)
BecauseD =GC, the Lie algebra d is complex and has a g-valued real and imaginary part. Hence,
we decompose the current j(σ) = R(σ)+ iJ (σ) accordingly. E acts by swapping R(σ) and
I (σ). A short calculation [30,41] shows that (2.8) equivalently defines a family of g-valued, flat4
connections
A(λ ) =
R+J
1+λ
dξ++
R−J
1−λ dξ
− ξ± =
1
2
(τ ±σ) (2.9)
on the worldsheet. A(λ ) is called Lax connection and ensures that there are infinitely many integrals
of motion as required for a integrable system.
The idea behind integrable deformations is to keep the Lax connection (2.9) but change the
decomposition of j(σ) into R(σ) and J (σ). We cannot change it arbitrarily, but only such that
the flatness of A(λ ) still captures the time evolution of j(σ). An explicit example is the Yang-
Baxter deformation. Normally, its deformation parameter is denotes as η . To avoid a conflict with
the tensor ηAB in (2.3), we call it κ here. The canonical basis TA = (T˜ a,Ta) for the Lie algebra d
is chosen such that the generators Ta generate G. Furthermore, we choose T˜ a such that we obtain
the commutators
[Ta,Tb] = fab
cTc , [Ta, T˜
b] = 2R[bd fad
c]Tc− facbT˜ c , [T˜ a, T˜ b] = 2R[ad fcdb]T˜ c . (2.10)
Beside the structure coefficients fabc of g, the R-matrix appears here. It plays a pivotal role for
integrable deformations. The map R : g→ g is a solution of the modified classical Yang-Baxter
equation mCYBE
[RX ,RY ]−R([RX ,Y ]+ [X ,RY ]) = [X ,Y ] , ∀X ,Y ∈ g . (2.11)
It immediately follows from the Jacobi identity for the subgroup generators T˜ a. Writing it in our
basis Ta → RabTb implies the index structure of R. To obtain Rab, which is skew-symmetric, we
have to raise the first index with the inverse Killing metric kab of g. Finally, we have to relate the
current components
Ra(σ) =
1√
κ
ja(σ) Ja(σ) =
√
κ
(
kab j˜
b(σ)−Rab jb(σ)
)
. (2.12)
4Flat just means that the field strengths dA(λ )+ [A(λ ),A(λ )] = 0 have to vanish for all values of λ ∈ C\{−1,1}.
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For κ=1, we recover the starting point j(σ) = R(σ)+ iJ (σ) of our construction. If κ vanishes,
the Lie group D undergoes a group contraction and becomes T ∗G instead of GC. The resulting
σ -model is the principal chiral model on G. Hence, κ measures the deviation from the PCM.
This is just one example of an integrable deformation of the PCM. There are also multiparam-
eter deformations like the biYB model [36, 37] or the YB WZ model [40, 41]. Their construction
involves more algebra but follows the same idea. Instead of deforming the PCM one could also
start with a WZW-model to obtain the λ -deformation [32]. However, all these deformations have
one thing in common: Their integrability is quite opaque in the σ -model (2.6) but easy to spot in
the E -model. This is remarkable because E -models were introduced to study Poisson-Lie T-duality
and a priori do not know anything about integrability.
3. DFTWZW, low energy effective target space theory of the E -model
String theory can be approached from two different perspectives. On the worldsheet we are
focused on two-dimensional σ -models. While from the target space point of view one is more
interested in low energy effective theories, like SUGRA. Both have their strengths and of course
they are related. Ideally one seeks for a good understanding of both to use the best of both worlds.
We reviewed the worldsheet approach to the E -model and its applications in the last section.
What is the corresponding target space story? A quick answer is that the E -model is equivalent
to the standard σ -model (2.6) on the target space M = H˜\D. Thus, we know that its low energy
effective theory has to be the NS/NS (NS=NeveuâA˘S¸Schwarz) sector of SUGRA5. The problem
with this answer is that the nice structure of the E -model is lost or at least is very opaque. It would
be much better to find an effective theory with makes directly contact with the Lie groupD, E and
the two tensors FABC and ηAB. At this point one could start to guess that this theory is connected to
DFT [48–51]. There is a “doubled” target space D and an O(D,D) invariant metric ηAB. We also
can identify E with
HAB = ⟪TA,ETB⟫ . (3.1)
Because E is self-adjoint, HAB is symmetric. Furthermore, because E is involutive it satisfies
HACη
CDHDB = ηAB, where ηAB is the inverse of ηAB. In DFT, one calls this tensor generalized
metric. After all this evidence DFT seems to be the correct framework to describe the low energy
effective target space theory of the E -model. However, there are some subtleties which we have to
address.
3.1 Action and symmetries
One conceptual challenge in DFT is the interpretation of the doubled space. For strings on a
torus, the torus coordinates xi are conjugate to the center of mass momentum of the string. But
because closed strings can also wind around non-contractible cycles of the tours, they in general
have winding modes. For them additional conjugate “winding” coordinates x˜i are introduced and
the doubled space of DFT is born. But intriguingly, DFT proved useful for backgrounds without
any non-contractible cycles like spheres, too. Prominent examples are generalized Scherk-Schwarz
5Here we assume that H˜ is unimodular. If we drop this assumption, which is required for the η-deformation, we
have to consider generalized SUGRA [72]. We say more about this subtlety later.
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reductions [56–59] which give rise to gauged supergravities. To approach this puzzle the derivation
of DFT from closed string field theory (CSFT) on a torus [50] was repeated in [60] for WZW-
models. These σ -models include target spaces without non-contractible cycles. A simple example
is the three sphere with H-flux, captured by the SU(2) WZW-model. Furthermore, they have a nice
CFT description which is required to apply CSFT. For obvious reasons the resulting theory was
dubbed DFTWZW. Its action [61]
SNS =
∫
d2DXe−2d
(1
8
H CD∇CHAB∇DH
AB− 1
2
H AB∇BH
CD∇DHAC
−2∇Ad∇BH AB+4H AB∇Ad∇Bd+ 16FACDFB
CDH AB
)
,
(3.2)
where indices are lowered/raised with ηAB/ηAB, looks very similar to the original Hohm-Hull-
Zwiebach (HHZ) action [51]. The most important differences are:
• Instead of using partial derivatives, this action employs covariant derivatives ∇A.
• There is an additional term in the second line which involves the structure coefficients FABC
of the Lie algebra d.
• The doubled space does not require the notion of winding coordinates anymore. It is just the
Lie group D6 that we introduced for the E in this first bullet point on page 3.
The generalized dilaton d is a new scalar that we did not encounter in the discussion of the E -
model. It describes the dilaton which on the worldsheet only becomes relevant in one-loop effects.
This is the first advantage of the target space description we encounter: The dilaton is automatically
taken care of and does not require further work.
Compared to HHZ DFT most striking is probably the appearance of a covariant derivative. It
is covariant with respect to conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms on the Lie group D. Furthermore it
is compatible with ηAB (∇AηBC = 0). In general there is a one parameter family of ηAB-compatible
covariant derivatives ∇(t)A onD. They act on an arbitrary vector V
B of weight w(VB) by
∇
(t)
A V
B =EA
I∂IV
B+ tFAC
BVC−w(VB)EAI∂I log |detE|V B (3.3)
whereEAI denotes the vector fields onD which generate right translation. They arise as the inverse
transpose of EAI (in a determinate just E) which captures the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form
TAE
A
IdX
I = g−1dg . Curvature and torsion for ∇(t)A are defined by the commutator
[∇
(t)
A ,∇
(t)
B ]VC = RABC
DVD−TABD∇(t)D VC (3.4)
and read
RABC
D = (t− t2)FABEFECD TABC = (2t−1)FABC . (3.5)
6For a WZW-model on the group manifold G, the doubled space D = G×G arises [60]. The two factors originate
from the left- and right-moving sector of the closed string. But remarkably this restriction onD can be dropped without
any problems [61]. D just has to be an even dimensional Lie group whose Lie algebra is equipped with an ad-invariant,
non-degenerate, bilinear pairing of split signature. From this point of view the name DFTWZW should be abandoned in
favor of Double Field Theory on group manifolds. But because it is so short it still survived till today.
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For t=1/2 we obtain the torsion-free Levi-Civita connection. Connections without curvature arise
for t=0 and t=1. They correspond to the left- and right-trivialization of the tangent bundle TD. But
remarkably ∇A in the action (3.2) is none of them. Instead the explicit CSFT calculations require
∇A := ∇
(1/3)
A . (3.6)
Another covariant derivative which we will need from time to time is the flat derivative
DA := ∇
(0)
A . (3.7)
Once we have an action, we should ask about its symmetries. Here we present them acting on
a vector density or (1,0) tensor density. You might wonder why we do this because neither of the
fundamental field HAB nor d is a vector density. However the transformation of arbitrary tensors
can easily be extracted from the transformation of (1,0) tensor density by imposing the Leibniz
rule and taking into account that ηAB is always invariant.
A global O(D,D) transformations symmetry arises from the fact that we can freely choose the
basis for our Lie algebra as long as we do not spoil the canonical form of η in (2.3). It is mediated
by
VA →OABV B with OACOBDηCD = ηAB . (3.8)
There are also two local symmetries. Their infinitesimal version changes the coordinates onD
X I → X I+ξ AEAI (3.9)
and at the same time applies
VA →V A+δVA (3.10)
to a vector density. For the δVA in this equation we have two choices
• Conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms mediated by the Lie derivative
δV A = LξV
A = ξ BDBV
A+w(VA)DBξ
BVA . (3.11)
You might notice that this is not the Lie derivative you would expect for a vector density. It
is the one for a scalar density instead. The key to this puzzle is to remember that the Lie
derivative acts on coordinate (curved) indices I,J, . . . ,Z. For example EAI transforms as a
vector with the familiar expression
L
EA
EB
I =EA
J∂JEB
I−EBJ∂JEAI (3.12)
for the Lie derivative. ButVA does not carry any curved indices. It arises from the contraction
V A=EAIV I , whereEAI is a one form andV I is a vector density. By applying the Leibniz rule
we easily verify that VA has to transform as a scalar density. The same argument holds for
arbitrary tensors with just flat indices A,B, . . . ,H . This symmetry is manifest, because the
action is written in terms of conventional covariant derivatives.
8
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object gen.-diffeomorphisms 2D-diffeomorphisms global O(D,D)
HAB (0,2) tensor scalar (0,2) tensor
∇Ad not covariant scalar (0,1) tensor
e−2d scalar density, w(e−2d)=1 scalar density, w(e−2d)=1 invariant
ηAB invariant invariant invariant
FAB
C invariant invariant tensor
EA
I invariant vector (0,1) tensor
DA not covariant covariant covariant
∇A not covariant covariant covariant
SNS invariant invariant invariant
Table 1: Transformation properties of objects under DFTWZW symmetries.
• Generalized diffeomorphisms mediated by the generalized Lie derivative
δV A = LξV
A = ξ B∇BV
A−VB∇Bξ A+ηABηCDVC∇BξD+w(VA)∇Bξ BV A . (3.13)
This symmetry is not manifest because the covariant derivatives in the action are not covari-
ant with respect to generalized diffeomorphisms.
Taking a look at table 1, we find how the objects we encounter in the action (3.2) transform under
these three symmetries. With this information it is very easy to verify that the action is invariant
under global O(D,D) transformations and conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms. For generalized dif-
feomorphisms we have to work more because they are not manifest. But in the end we come to
the same conclusion modulo a small subtlety; while conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms are valid in
general, generalized diffeomorphisms need an additional constraint to close and leave the action
invariant. It is called the strong constraint or the section condition and requires that
DA · DA ·= 0 (3.14)
annihilates arbitrary combinations of fields and gauge transformation parameter, denoted here by
· . In closed string field theory this constraint originates from the requirement that in a three point
interaction the incoming states but also to outgoing state are level matched. From a conceptual point
of view it tells us that the full group manifoldD is not our physical target spaceM. M is embedded
into D such that dimM=1/2dimD=D and the section condition controls this embedding. We
already followed a very similar argument for the E -model. In the last bullet point on page 5, E is
required to be independent of the maximally isotropic subgroup H˜. Thus, it is not hard to conjecture
that solutions of (3.14) are somehow connected to maximally isotropic subgroups of D. The next
subsection will develop this idea.
3.2 Section condition and maximally isotropic subgroup
The connection between DFTWZW and the E -model took some time to be elucidated. The
theory introduced in the last subsection has been around for more than two years before it was
related to Poisson-Lie T-duality [1]. The crucial insight was to understand how to solve the section
9
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condition (3.14) in the most general way [73]. There is a trivial solution where all the fields are
constant and we will see in section 5 that it is special. But one would expect to find a much larger
class of solutions. In order to construct them in a methodical way, it is instructive to rewrite the
section condition in terms of partial derivatives
η IJ∂I · ∂J · = 0 η IJ =EAIηABEBJ . (3.15)
In the HHZ DFT, η IJ would be constant and of canonical form. Here it is not, because in general
EA
I is not an O(D,D) element. The particular η IJ we obtain depends on the coordinates we choose
on D. To be explicit, we split these coordinates X I = (xi x˜i˜) into a physical (xi) and “unphysical”
(x˜i˜) part. Both i and i˜ run from one to D. If all our fields and gauge transformation parameters just
depend on xi the section condition is solved if we can find a parameterization ofD such that
η IJ =
(
η i j η i j˜
η i˜ j η i˜ j˜
)
=
(
0 •
• •
)
(3.16)
where • is just a place holder from some arbitrary components we do not care about. Inverting this
matrix, we find
ηIJ =
(
ηi j ηi j˜
ηi˜ j ηi˜ j˜
)
=
(
• •
• 0
)
. (3.17)
This tells us to find a solution of the section condition is equivalent to choose the group element
g ∈D such that [73]
ηi˜ j˜ = ⟪g
−1∂˜i˜g ,g
−1∂˜i˜g⟫= 0 . (3.18)
Employing the same splitting for g as for the E -model in (2.5)
g(X I) = h˜(x˜i˜)m(xi) h˜ ∈ H˜ (3.19)
but written explicitly in our coordinate system onD, this equation simplifies to
ηi˜ j˜ = ⟪h˜
−1∂˜i˜h˜, h˜
−1∂˜ j˜h˜⟫= 0 . (3.20)
It shows that each maximally isotropic subgroup ofD gives rise to a solution of the section condi-
tion. This is the final ingredient to make full contact with the E -model.
Fixing ηIJ to the particular form (3.17) partially breaks conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms.
Arbitrary coordinate transformations would give non-vanishing contributions to the 0 block in the
lower right corner and therefore spoil the section condition solution. This is good news, because
the σ -model on the physical space has just D-diffeomorphisms and B-field gauge transformations
as local target space symmetries. They are mediated by generalized diffeomorphisms. But even if
we partially break conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms with the section condition, don’t we still end
up in a situation with local symmetries who have no physical explanation? Luckily, the answer
is no because both are not completely independent. All conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms which
preserve (3.17) can be written in terms of generalized diffeomorphisms. They do not contribute
any additional local symmetries. The world local is very important here. Because under certain
conditions, which we explore in section 5, very few conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms can survive
independently as global symmetries of the theory. They mediate Poisson-Lie T-duality.
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3.3 Equivalence to (generalized) SUGRA
We mentioned in the introduction to this section that the low energy effective action of the
E -model should be eventually equivalent to the NS/NS sector of SUGRA (if H˜ is unimodular).
How can we see that (3.2) is just the SUGRA action in disguise. The key to make this connection
is called generalized frame field and denoted by ÊAIˆ .
Here a new kind of index appears and to see how it fits into the story lets quickly recap what
indices we have already encountered. We started with A,B, . . . in our discussion of the E -model.
They capture the adjoint representation of D’s Lie algebra. Moreover, we have at least one max-
imally isotropic subgroup H˜ ⊂ D. Its generators are labeled by a,b, . . . running from one to D.
Eventually we introduce coordinates X I onD (at least locally). They carry indices I,J, . . . with are
further split into xi for physical directions or x˜i˜ for unphysical ones. This convention is quite dif-
ferent from generalized geometry [74, 75] which would allow to combine the SUGRA metric and
B-field into a generalized metric. But of course we found already a lot of evidence that they have
to be related. The generalized frame field ÊAIˆ is the bridge between them. It carries the index A,
which is the natural choice in the context of the E -model, and Iˆ, the canonical index of generalized
geometry. A vector carrying Iˆ has the decomposition V̂ Iˆ = (Vi V i) where i runs from 1 to D. To
lower/raise these indices, we apply
η̂Iˆ Jˆ =
(
0 δ i j
δi
j 0
)
or η̂ Iˆ Jˆ =
(
0 δi j
δ i j 0
)
. (3.21)
Thus these indices are indeed the ones we know from generalized geometry on the generalized
tangent space TM⊕T ∗M of the physical target space M = H˜\D. As an additional safety measure
we add a bit of redundancy by decorating quantities with “hated indices” with an additional hat.
Therefore instead of V Iˆ we rather prefer V̂ Iˆ . Doing so reduces the danger of causing a lot of confu-
sion by accidentally dropping a small hat on an index. Figure 2 summarizes our index convention.
Because we are not concerned with global issues at the moment, for us ÊAIˆ is just a 2D×2D
matrix. But it is not arbitrary. It has to satisfy the three defining properties:
• ÊAIˆ is an O(D,D) element
ÊA
IˆηABÊB
Jˆ = η̂ IˆJˆ . (3.22)
DFTWZW / E -model generalized geometry
curved indices I,J, . . . ,Z flat indices A,B, . . . ,H Iˆ, Jˆ, . . . , Zˆ
ηIJ =
(
• 0
• •
)
(3.17) ηAB =
(
0 δ ab
δa
b 0
)
(2.3) η̂IˆJˆ =
(
0 δ i j
δi
j 0
)
(3.21)
V I =
(
V i V i˜
)
V A =
(
Va V
a
)
V̂ Iˆ =
(
Vi V
i
)
EA
I
ÊA
Iˆ
Figure 2: Summary of the different indices we use in this paper. Uppercase indices always run from one to
2D. They always decompose into to lowercase indices which run only from one to D.
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• ÊAIˆ only depends on the physical coordinates xi we defined in the last subsection.
• ÊAIˆ satisfies the frame algebra
L̂
ÊA
ÊB
Iˆ =FAB
CÊC
Iˆ (3.23)
where L̂ is the generalised Lie derivative of generalised geometry
L̂
ξ̂
V̂ Iˆ = ξ̂ Jˆ∂JˆV̂
Iˆ +(∂ Iˆ ξ̂Jˆ−∂Jˆξ̂ Iˆ)V̂ Jˆ (3.24)
and ∂
Î
= (0 ∂/∂xi).
Such generalized frame fields are also crucial for generalized Scherk-Schwarz reductions. Thus,
their construction is interesting on its own right. Explicit examples for D=3 are presented in [76].
We cope with this point later. For the moment, assume that we have a generalized frame field which
satisfies these three conditions. It allows us to make the following identifications(
gi j−BikgklBlk −Bikgk j
gikBk j g
i j
)
= Ĥ IˆJˆ = ÊA
IˆH ABÊA
Jˆ
φ = d+
1
4
log |detg|+ 1
2
logdet |e˜|
(3.25)
where gi j, Bi j and φ are the metric, B-field and dilaton on the physical target space M. To obtain φ
from the generalized dilaton d, we also need e˜ which is a D×D matrix with the components e˜ai˜ =
⟪Ta, h˜
−1∂i˜h˜⟫. After plugging these relations into the action (3.2) and taking H˜ to be unimodular,
one obtains the NS/NS action
SNS =
∫
dDx
√
|detg|e−2φ(Ric+4∂iφ∂ iφ − 112Hi jkH i jk) (3.26)
for type II SUGRA with the curvature scalar Ric and the three-form flux Hi jk = 3∂[iB jk].
If H˜ is not unimodular this identification fails due to subtleties with integration by parts. How-
ever, one can apply the same procedure directly at the level of the field equations. They arise by
varying SNS with respect to the generalized dilaton and the generalized metric. We discuss them in
more detail in section 6. Here, we just need that they eventually give rise to
Ricmn− 14HmpqHn
pq+∇mXn+∇nXm = 0
∇pHpmn−X pHpmn−∂mXn+∂nXm = 0
Ric+4∇nX
n−4XnXn− 112HmnpH
mnp = 0
(3.27)
after one substitutes the generalized metric and generalized dilaton with (3.25). Ricmn is the Ricci
tensor and the form Xm is defined by
Xm = ∂mφ + I
n(gnm+Bnm)−Vm . (3.28)
These equations are imposed by κ-symmetry on the worldsheet and go under the name generalized
SUGRA [72]. For vanishing Im and Vm, we also have conformal symmetry and (3.27) are field
equations for (3.26). This is only the case if H˜ is unimodular. In general we find
X̂Mˆ =
(
Im
−Vm
)
=
1
2
(
∂Iˆ log |dete|+∂IˆÊAIˆÊAMˆ
)
with Tae
a
i =m
−1∂im . (3.29)
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There is a lot more to say about generalized SUGRA, its relation to DFT [77, 78] and the role it
plays in string theory. Here we just want to highlight that it is automatically built into DFTWZW.
We have now established that DFTWZW is indeed the low energy effective target space theory
of the E -model. This is interesting from a conceptual point of view, but it also allows us to make an
interesting conjecture. Remember that identifying the action (3.2) with (generalized) supergravity
is based on a generalized frame field. Thus one should assume that there exists a generalized frame
field on M = H˜\D for every choice of D and H˜ which are compatible with the E -model. Indeed
this is the case. Even better there is an explicit construction for ÊAIˆ . It is extremely useful in the
context of consistent truncations with half-maximal supersymmetry where this construction was an
open problem for some time. We do not present the rather technical detail here and instead refer
to [2]. An explicit example is presented in section 6.
4. The Ramond/Ramond sector
In addition to the NS/NS sector in the previous subsection, the bosonic field content of type
II string theory includes a Ramond/Ramond (R/R) sector. Almost all physically relevant target
spaces carry non-trivial R/R fluxes. Thus if one wants to apply Poisson-Lie T-duality to them,
for example as a solution generating technique, this sector plays a very important role. Studying
it directly on the worldsheet is involved. A popular approach to λ - and η-deformations is the
Green-Schwarz string [79]. But to the best of our knowledge there is no full E -model description
containing R/R fields yet. Fortunately, the situation in DFT is better [80, 81]. There are even two
different approaches for an abelian T-duality covariant description of massless R/R potentials. Here
we focus on the one [80] which treats them as an O(D,D) Majorana-Weyl (MW) spinor.
To make contact with the E -model in the last section, we rely on insights from CSFT cal-
culations based on a WZW-model. One could in principal try to follow a similar route here but
technically that would be very involved. We rather prefer a much simpler approach based on sym-
metry arguments to derive the R/R sector action of DFTWZW and its gauge transformations.
4.1 Action and symmetries
A key ingredient in this construction are O(D,D) MW spinors on the Lie groupD. They come
with Γ-matrices which are governed by the Clifford algebra
{ΓA,ΓB}= 2ηAB (4.1)
and admit charge conjugation defined by
CΓAC
−1 = (ΓA)† . (4.2)
If we decompose the anti-commutator into the three contributions {Γa,Γb}=0, {Γa,Γb}=0 and
{Γa,Γb}=2δ ab , we recognize that Γa and Γa are nothing else than fermionic creation and annihila-
tion operators. They are chosen such that (Γa)†=Γa holds. If we further introduce a vacuum |0〉
that is annihilated by all Γa, each O(D,D) MW spinor admits the expansion
χ =
D
∑
p=0
1
2p/2 p!
C
(p)
a1...apΓ
a1 . . .Γap|0〉 (4.3)
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into differential forms. The Weyl in MW tells us that the spinor is either chiral or anti-chiral.
Equivalently, we only have even degree forms (chiral) or odd degree forms (anti-chiral). We will
see later that these forms exactly capture the R/R gauge potentials of type IIB/IIA.
We already encounter O(D,D) transformations OAB acting on a vector V A → OABV B or on
more general tensors. But how do they act on the spinor χ? It transforms as χ → SOχ where SO is
implicitly defined by
SOΓ
AS−1O = O
A
BΓ
B . (4.4)
For infinitesimal transformation δV A = δOABVB this prescription gives rise to
δ χ =
1
4
δOABΓ
ABχ (4.5)
with the notation ΓAB = Γ[AΓB]. From this relation we derive the spinor action of the η-metric
compatible covariant derivatives
∇
(t)
A χ =EA
I∂Iχ − t4FABCΓ
BCχ −w(χ)EAI∂I log |detE|χ . (4.6)
The Γ-matrices are chosen such that they are covariant constant. That means like ηAB they are
annihilated by ∇(t)A .
Remember that we have distinguished one member of the family (4.6), ∇A = ∇
(1/3)
A , to write
down the DFTWZW action for the NS/NS sector (3.2) in 2D-diffeomorphisms manifest way. It looks
very similar to the HHZ action [51] but with all partial derivatives replaced by covariant ones. Let
us postulate that the same also applies to the R/R sector action. In this case we look at the action
in [80] and obtain
SR =
1
4
∫
d2DX /∇χK /∇χ with K =C−1SH (4.7)
with the spinor conjugation χ = χ†C. For an invariant action the density of the integrand has to
be one. Thus, w(χ) has to be 1/2 (because χ appears two times under the integral). After fixing
this last freedom, one finds that this action has all the symmetries of its NS/NS counter part. More
explicitly, there are
• Global O(D,D) transformations mediated by
ξ → SOξ . (4.8)
• Conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms mediated by the Lie derivative
δ χ = Lξ χ = ξ
BDBV
A+
1
2
DBξ
Bχ . (4.9)
• Generalized diffeomorphisms mediated by the generalized Lie derivative
δ χ = Lξ = ξ
A∇Aχ +
1
2
∇AξBΓ
ABχ +
1
2
∇Aξ
Aχ . (4.10)
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Again the first two close without any restriction and are manifest, while generalized diffeomor-
phisms require the section condition (3.14) to close and leave the action invariant.
From the expansion, we see that we have all even/odd forms from zero to D. This is the
same situation as in the democratic formulation of type II SUGRA. There one has to cut down the
number of degrees of freedom by imposing a duality condition involving the Hodge star. Here the
same happens if we just leave the MW spinor χ unconstrained, we would end up with too many
dynamical fields. Hence, we additionally impose the constraint
G=−K G with G= /∇χ . (4.11)
G combines all R/R field strengths in one O(D,D) MW spinor. By varying the action (4.7) with
respect to χ , we find its field equation
/∇(K G) = 0 . (4.12)
They are completed with the Bianchi identity
/∇G= 0 (4.13)
which follows for the fact that χ has to satisfy the section condition. In this case one can easily
check that /∇
2
χ=0 holds.
4.2 Equivalence to (generalized) SUGRA
In contrast to the NS/NS sector action we have not derived (4.7) from CSFT theory. Rather
we have made an educated guess based on symmetries and results from conventional DFT. To
check that we did not do anything wrong, we now show that the field equations we derived from
this action match the ones from generalized SUGRA. There are two good reasons to consider the
field equations instead of the action. First, they are very simple and second for the most general
case where H˜ is not unimodular there is no action on the physical target space M = H˜\D. We
encountered this problem already for the NS/NS sector and again it originates from subtleties with
integration by parts.
We use the ansatz (3.25) for the generalized metric and the corresponding version for a MW
spinor of weight w(G) = 1/2,
D
∑
p=0
1
2p/2 p!
G
(p)
i1...ip
Γ̂i1 . . . Γ̂ip |0〉= Ĝ= 1√|det e˜|SÊG . (4.14)
As before the generalized frame field ÊAIˆ is essential in this identification. It is an O(D,D) element
and therefore leaves the Γ-matrices invariant. So even if we write them here with a hat to be
consistent with the notation, as tensors they are equivalent to the unhatted version in flat indices.
The same happens for ηAB and η̂IˆJˆ in figure 2. To avoid coping with every single differential form,
it is convenient to combine them into the polyform
F = eφ−B
D
∑
p=0
G(p) . (4.15)
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Here B denotes the two-form B-field and φ is the dilaton. Under this identification the field equa-
tions (4.12) and the Bianchi identity (4.13) become
d(⋆F) = 0 dF = 0 (4.16)
with the twisted exterior derivative
d = d+(H−dφ + ιIB−V)∧+ιI . (4.17)
But this is nothing else than a very compact form of the R/R sector generalized SUGRA field
equations [72]. The first one is automatically solved after imposing the duality condition (4.11).
This result is very nice because it shows that the connection between DFT and the E -model is
mutually beneficial. In the last section our approach was more guided by the E -model perspective.
It led to a construction of generalized frame fields which is very valuable for DFT and generalized
geometry. Here we went into the opposite direction. The derivation in the R/R sector exploits the
DFT construction [80] to learn more about the E -model. We follow this idea further in the next
section to eventually obtain the transformation rules for R/R field under full Poisson-Lie T-duality.
5. Poisson-Lie symmetry and T-duality in target space
There is still one small puzzle left in the connection between DFTWZW and the E -model. It
is related to the generalization we have made in the last bullet point on page 2. This point implies
that there is something special about constant E ’s. Indeed, we would not be able to bring the time
evolution of the current j(σ) into the form (2.8) if E depends on the worldsheet coordinates. But
why should we care? Because (2.8) is equivalent to having a d-valued flat connection
J(σ) = j+(σ)dξ
++ j−(σ)dξ− j±(σ) =
1
2
(E ±1) j(σ) . (5.1)
It is not hard to check that (2.8) is equivalent to
dJ(σ)− [J(σ),J(σ)] = 0 . (5.2)
This is exactly the flat connection we encountered in section 2 as can be readily verified by iden-
tifying the space- and time-components of J(σ) with respectively j(σ) and E j(σ). The current
J(σ) thus contains the ingredients for the Lax connection (2.9) that ensures the integrability of
the E -model. Note that this time however J(σ), in contrast to the current j(σ), has 2D indepen-
dent components instead of just D. It also does not incorporate the spectral parameter λ . Thus,
integrability of the σ -model does not automatically follow from (5.2).
Let us look at a simple example to get a better idea of J’s physical interpretation and how
the existence of a current (5.2) relates to T-duality. For a closed string on a circle we have a
two-dimensional, abelian Lie algebra d spanned by the two commuting generators T and T˜ . Each
generates a maximally isotropic subgroup of D whose group elements are
g = eix˜T˜eixT . (5.3)
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For a constant E we figured out that (5.1) gives rise to a flat connection J. Thus, the integral over J
D ∋ Q= Pexp
∫
γ
J (5.4)
is invariant under continues deformations of the path γ . It is particularly simple to evaluate if we
choose γ to be at a fixed time τ and σ ∈ [0,2pi]
Q= Pexp
2pi∫
0
dσ j(σ) = ei(x˜(τ ,2pi)−x˜(τ ,0))T˜ ei(x(τ ,2pi)−x(τ ,0))T . (5.5)
A conserved group element Q implies that the two quantities
x(τ ,2pi)− x(τ ,0) = 2piw and x˜(τ ,2pi)− x˜(τ ,0) = 2pim (5.6)
are conserved independently. w and m are nothing else than the winding and momentum numbers
of the closed string. Because it is closed, both have to be integer valued. T-duality just exchanges
x↔ x˜ and winding↔momentum. Intriguingly this argument does not require D to be abelian. It
applies to all E -models [42]. However, one needs to know the global properties of D. For abelian
T-duality this information is available. But already for non-abelian T-duality it is much more subtle
as we explain in one of the open problems presented in section 7.
From Noether’s theorem we know that each conserved current generates a symmetry. For J
this symmetry was dubbed Poisson-Lie symmetry [10]. The name originates from the fact that a
large class target spaces with this symmetry are Poisson-Lie groups. It is the necessary condition
for a target space to admit Poisson-Lie T-duality but it is not sufficient. Additionally the associated
Lie group D must have more than one maximally isotropic subgroups. As our small example
shows, abelian T-duality is a special case whereD is abelian.
As Poisson-Lie symmetry is essential to the E -model, it should also be important in DFTWZW.
The key to understand what is going on is to look at two different solutions of the section condition
for the same doubled Lie group D. As shown in section 3.2 such solutions arise from different
maximally isotropic subgroups, let us call them H˜ and H˜ ′. For both, we take a look at the three
important ingredients in the construction
physical target space group element generators
m ∈ H˜\D g(X I) = h˜(x˜i˜)m(xi) TA =
(
T˜ a Ta
)
m′ ∈ H˜ ′\D g(X ′I) = h˜′(x˜′i˜)m′(x′i) T ′A =
(
T ′a T˜ ′a
)
.
Poisson-Lie T-d. conventional 2D-diffs global O(D,D)
The E -model tells us that the group elements g actually do not change. Only their parameterization
does. But this coordinate change is just a conventional, volume preserving 2D diffeomorphism. A
similar argument holds for the generators which are rotated by a global O(D,D) transformation such
that ηAB is preserved. To keep the action of DFTWZW invariant under these transformations, the
generalized metric HAB, dilaton d and the MW spinor χ have to be transformed accordingly. How
this works is discussed in full detail in the previous sections. But there is an important subtlety we
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have to take care of. We start with the physical target space H˜\D. Due to the section condition
HAB is only allowed to depend on the coordinates xi. Next, a conventional 2D diffeomorphism
is performed to express all fields in terms of the new coordinates X ′I . But without any further
restriction the generalized metric would not just depend on the x′i’s. In general it also picks up a
dependence on the section condition violating x˜′i˜’s. This is not surprising because we know that a
generalized metric without any further restrictions can capture all possible target space geometries
and thus has to violate Poisson-Lie symmetry. In general this rules out Poisson-Lie T-duality. A
notable exception is when HAB is constant. At the same time E is of course constant too. We
now understand why Poisson-Lie T-duality is not manifest in the generalized metric formulation
of Hohm, Hull and Zwiebach [50, 51]. It lacks conventional 2D-diffeomorphisms. This is not a
problem for totally abelian Lie groupsD, because in this case they only act like the global O(D,D)
transformations. But if D becomes non-abelian, which always happens if we are interested in
anything else than abelian T-duality, this additional local symmetry becomes essential.
There are two advantages of the target space perspective. Most important, the discussion for
the generalized metric applies for the dilaton and the R/R fields, too. But in contrast to HAB
they are much harder to access on the worldsheet. We come back to this point at the end of this
section. Furthermore, the condition for Poisson-Lie symmetry has a nice geometric interpretation
as isometries for the field on D. This becomes obvious if we write the condition that HAB has to
be constant in terms of the conventional Lie derivative
L
EA
HBC =DAHBC = 0 (5.7)
where EA are the right invariant vector fields on D. Hence, this equation tells us that Poisson-Lie
symmetry requires a freely acting isometry group D on the doubled space. Isometries are always
closely connected to T-duality. Thus, Poisson-Lie T-duality feels at the first glace a bit strange
because it works for certain target spaces which does not seem to have any isometries. Here the
doubled formulation is much more democratic. It is interesting to note that there exists a slight
generalized of the condition (5.7). If we start from a Lie group D with a maximally isotropic
subgroup H˜, the group I of isometries which act from the right on g ∈ D has to be at least H˜.
Otherwise we would not be able to solve the section condition. On the other hand, I=D is the
situation with the most symmetry captured by (5.7). In general we expect to find
H˜ ⊆ I ⊆D . (5.8)
If there is at least one other maximally isotropic subgroup in I , we are able to apply Poisson-Lie
T-duality. But this time the part I\D is just a spectator and does not change. This situation is
depicted in figure 3.
Looking at the analog version of (5.7) for the generalized dilaton,
L
EA
e−2d = 0 , (5.9)
constraints a Poisson-Lie symmetric dilaton to be of the form
φ =
1
4
log |detg|− 1
2
log |dete|+φ0 , (5.10)
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D
I
H˜ H˜ ′
spectators
Figure 3: If the group I of isometries which act from the right on D has at least two different, maximally
isotropic subgroups (here H˜ and H˜ ′) we encounter Poisson-Lie T-duality with spectators.
with φ0 a constant. Under Poisson-Lie T-duality φ0 is invariant. Hence, we immediately read off
the transformation rule
φ ′ = φ +
1
4
log
∣∣∣∣detg′detg
∣∣∣∣+ 12 log
∣∣∣∣ detedete′
∣∣∣∣ (5.11)
for the dilaton in two target spaces connected by Poisson-Lie T-duality. It matches with the re-
cent result [82] obtained from the contraction of Courant algebroids. For the R/R fields the same
procedure applies. First we impose the isometry constraint
L
EA
G= 0 (5.12)
which simply implies that
Ĝ=
√
|dete|S
Ê
G0 (5.13)
where G0 is a constant O(D,D) MW spinor. Again, G0 is invariant under Poisson-Lie T-duality and
therefore
Ĝ′ =
√∣∣∣∣dete′dete
∣∣∣∣SÊ ′Ê−1Ĝ (5.14)
captures the transformation of R/R fluxes. Non-abelian T-duality is a special case where D is
just T ∗G=G⋉RD of a D-dimensional group G. In this case, the R/R transformation rule were
already known [15]. Finding them was an important step to establish non-abelian T-duality as a
solution generating technique and has trigger a lot of activity. However an analog version for the
full Poisson-Lie T-duality was missing. DFTWZW allows to derive it explicitly. Besides the explicit
construction of generalized frame fields, this is the second important outcome of the target space
approach to Poisson-Lie T-duality we present in this paper.
6. Applications
We have already seen two important achievements of a target space approach to the E -model.
First we are able to find a construction for generalized frame fields which are essential for general-
ized Scherk-Schwarz reductions. Second, we are able to derive the transformation rules for the R/R
sector fields. This is particularly important to apply Poisson-Lie T-duality as a solution generating
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technique. Both are more on the conceptual side. But there is also a big advantage for finding solu-
tions of the field equations of (generalized) SUGRA: for backgrounds with Poisson-Lie symmetry,
they simplify drastically and become purely algebraic.
To derive these algebraic field equations, we have to vary the action with respect to the gen-
eralized metric and generalized dilaton. For the former there is a small subtlety, because HAB is
not just a symmetric rank two tensor like in general relativity but further restricted to be an O(D,D)
element. This requires to introduce additional projectors [51]. We will not worry about the details
here, but rather present the final result. From the variation with respect to the generalized dilaton,
we obtain
R =
1
12
FACEFBDF
(
3H ABηCDηEF −H ABH CDH EF)= 0 (6.1)
for a Poisson-Lie symmetric background. R is the generalized Ricci scalar. It is closely related to
the scalar potential which arises in gauged SUGRAs obtained from a generalized Scherk-Schwarz
reduction. Most important, there are no derivatives in (6.1). It is just a cubic equation in HAB.
Variation with respect to the generalized metric (and applying the appropriate projectors) gives rise
to
RAB− e
2φ0
16
H(A
CG
†
0ΓB)CK G0 = 0 (6.2)
with the generalized Ricci tensor
RAB =
1
8
(HACHBF −ηACηBF)(H KDH HE −ηKDηHE)FKHCFDEF . (6.3)
A solution to the SUGRA fields equations guarantees that the one-loop β -function on the world-
sheet vanishes. Hence, it is not surprising the that RAB also appears in the RG flow calculation
for a double sigma model presented in [52, 53]. The quantities which are governed by the field
equations are HAB, φ0 and G0. Remember that these are exactly the ones which are invariant under
Poisson-Lie T-duality. Thus, at this level it is completely manifest that Poisson-Lie T-duality is
indeed a solution generating technique. Establishing this result at the level of a target space theory
without manifest Poisson-Lie symmetry, like SUGRA or Hohm, Hull and Zwiebach DFT, is much
more involved [68, 69].
To provide an explicit example for the ideas presented in this paper, we come back to the
integrable η-deformation from section 2. We already know its E operator and thus it is not hard to
obtain the generalized metric [35]
H AB =
(
κkab −κkacRcb
κRackcb
kab
κ −κRackcdRdb
)
, (6.4)
in the basis (2.10) of the Lie algebra d. If we want to make contact with the metric and the B-field
by applying (3.25), we further need the generalized frame field
ÊA
Iˆ =
(
eai Π
abeb
i
0 eai
)
. (6.5)
We already encountered eai a few times before. It is defined by the left-invariant Maurer Cartan
form Taeai =m−1∂im and also gives rise the right invariant vector fields eai (the inverse transposed
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of eai). Finally, there is the Poisson-Lie structure Πab for the Lie group G=H˜\D. It can be derived
from the R-matrix
Πab = Rab−RcdMcaMdb with MabTb =mTam−1 . (6.6)
If one checks the field equation for the generalized dilaton (6.1) one finds that it is impossible to
solve it for a simple group G as physical target space. Instead one has to combine at least a compact
and a non-compact simple factor. The simplest setup along those lines is G=SL(2)×SU(2) with the
Killing form kab = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1,+1,+1). It gives rise to the η-deformation of AdS3×S3.
A ten dimensional background arises when we add an additional T 4 factor. If we now check the
field equations for the generalized metric (6.2) we see that they are violated without any R/R fluxes
G0. Thus, the question arises if it is possible to switch on a Poisson-Lie symmetric G0 such that we
find a solution to generalized SUGRA. We have to work in the framework of generalized SUGRA
because
Ii =
1
2
(Rbc−Πbc) fbcaeai (6.7)
does not vanish (while Vi=0). This question can be answered in the affirmative. We will not go
into the technical details here. They are presented in [2]. Having H AB, φ0, G0 and the generalized
frame field ÊAIˆ , one obtains the SUGRA fields from (3.25), (5.10) and (5.13).
We on purpose skip this last step here because even if the calculation are mechanical and can
be done by computer algebra software they are very cumbersome. A big advantage of DFTWZW is
that we can discuss all important properties of a Poisson-Lie symmetric background avoiding this
step.
7. Conclusions
We have reviewed Poisson-Lie symmetry and T-duality [8–10]. On the worldsheet they are
most clearly captured in the language of the E -model [9,35,42]. One of their important applications
is the construction of new integrable two-dimensional σ -models. Looking at the Yang-Baxter σ -
model [29,30], we explored the ingredients and ideas behind this approach. The insights we gained
from this tractable example are quite general and also apply to more complicated multiparameter
deformations.
Once we start to appreciate the E -model, the natural question that arises is: What is the asso-
ciated low energy effective theory in target space? We discussed that the obvious answer, general-
ized SUGRA [72], is correct. But it is not completely satisfying because it obfuscates the powerful
structure underlying Poisson-Lie symmetry which we exploited to construct integral deformations.
Thus, we instead established the relation to DFTWZW [60, 61]. It was originally derived to better
understand the significance of a DFT description for target spaces which do not admit closed string
winding modes. A canonical example is the three sphere with H-flux or on the worldsheet the
SU(2) WZW-model. Here every string can be contracted to a point and thus there are no winding
modes. Treating left- and right-moving sector independently, one is still able to derive a double
field theory on these backgrounds, which was for obvious reasons dubbed DFTWZW. This theory is
formulated on a Lie group whose dimension is two times the number of the target space dimension
and has some additional structure compared to the standard generalized metric formulation due to
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Hohm, Hull and Zwiebach [50,51]. Exactly this additional structure allows for a perfect match with
the E -model as we show in section 3. From our reasoning in the beginning we know that this theory
has to be equivalent to generalized SUGRA. Indeed we are able to prove this conjecture with the
help of a generalized frame fields. The latter is essential for generalized Scherk-Schwarz reductions
in DFT [56–59] and in the construction of consistent truncations to (half) maximal gauged SUG-
RAs. That makes generalized frame fields powerful objects. Unfortunately an explicit construction
for them was lacking. Instead they had to be guessed such that they satisfy three defining relations.
One of them is a partial differential equation which makes this business quite hard. Luckily with
the insights from DFTWZW and the E -model it is possible to provide an explicit construction.
Up to this point, the results benefit mostly our understanding of doubled target space theories.
We now know that winding modes are not strictly required to make sense of a DFT. The E -model
rather suggests that the doubled space should be interpreted as a phase space which appears nat-
urally in the first order formulation on the worldsheet. Furthermore we are now able to construct
all O(D,D) generalized frame fields explicitly. But there is an important lesson to be learned from
DFT too. Even if it is not a symmetry of full closed string theory (to all orders in α ′ and gs), non-
abelian T-duality is very useful as a solution generating technique. A key to this development was
to understand how R/R fluxes transform under it [15]. If we want to do the same with full Poisson-
Lie T-duality, which includes non-abelian T-duality as a special case, we have to address the same
question. At this point insights from DFT [80] are very helpful. Adapting the treatment of R/R
fluxes as O(D,D) MW spinor to DFTWZW allowed us to derive these transformations. It shows that
the effort to make T-duality manifest at the level of the target space is not just a purely academic
exercise. Instead it allows one to really derive new results which were not accessible before. At
the same time it becomes clear that Poisson-Lie T-duality is indeed a solution generating technique
for generalized SUGRA if we look at the field equations (6.1) and (6.2). They are equivalent to the
ones in generalized SUGRA but written in terms of the quantities HAB, φ0 and G0 which we have
shown to be invariant under Poisson-Lie T-duality. Even better, these quantities are constant and
render the field equations algebraic. This is a huge simplification when doing explicit calculation
involving Poisson-Lie symmetry. For example it becomes much easier to check if an integrable
deformation solved the field equations of generalized SUGRA.
There is an intricate web of relations between Poisson-Lie Symmetry/T-duality, generalized
SUGRA, DFT, gauged SUGRAs and integrability. We were just able to explore a small part of it in
this paper. However, there has been a lot of activity recently to go further [63–69]. Despite all these
important contributions it is fair to say that there are various aspect which should be addressed in
more detail. We have sorted them with increasing difficulty (at least from our perspective):
• The E -model we discussed has a non-degenerate E . Relaxing this constraint results in the
so called dressing coset construction [70, 71]. It is a generalization of standard Poisson-
Lie T-duality and gives rise to double cosets as target spaces M = H˜\D/F . F is a second
isotropic subgroup of D. For a D-dimensional physical target space, the extended space
is not just doubled but its dimension is dimD>2D. Therefore it permits one to construct
a larger number of T-dual backgrounds. An important special case is abelian/non-abelian
T-duality for isometries which are acting with fixed points. It would be interesting to find a
target space description which make this generalization of Poisson-Lie T-duality manifest.
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• We have talked a lot about SUGRA where supersymmetry of course plays an important role.
But we neither mentioned fermions nor supersymmetry transformations. To explore them in
DFTWZW would be interesting because it is known that certain abelian and non-abelian T-
duality transformations break target space supersymmetry in the low energy limit [15,83–85].
Intriguingly the results presented in this paper suggest that the dual target space still contains
information about this seemingly “lost” supersymmetry. Assume that the Poisson-Lie T-
duality which breaks supersymmetry only affects some of the ten space time directions in
type IIA/B SUGRA. Then we are able to perform a generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction
in these directions to obtain a gauged SUGRA. More specifically, we start with a ten di-
mensional vacuum 7 and reduce it to a supersymmetric vacuum of a gauged SUGRA. The
generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction just depends on the Lie group D and therefore the
resulting gauged SUGRA and its vacuum are identical for each of the dual target spaces. At
this level we find the same amount of supersymmetry for each T-dual background. Why do
we loose this information in 10D? Is it really completely lost or just hidden?
• As mentioned in the introduction all known (and one might conjecture that all) bosonic inte-
grable sigma models on group manifolds can be cast as E -models with appropriate choices
for the data that defines them, for example (D,E ,η). An open question is to see if this
perspective can be used to further refine the landscape of integrable models and answer the
additional questions: What general constraints can be placed on E -model data that result
in integrability? Can such an analysis also be made for the case of cosets and symmetric
spaces?
• Exceptional field theory EFT [86, 87] applies many of the ideas behind DFT to make U-
duality manifest at the level of the low energy effective target space theory. It is formulated on
an extended space which is governed by the U-duality group ED(D) in D ≤ 9 dimensions. In
this context it is natural to ask if there is a U-duality version of Poisson-Lie T-duality? There
are two different ways to approach this question. One could try to formulate a E -model for
a membrane instead of a string because for M-theory from which U-duality originates, M2-
branes are the fundamental objects. Exploring this approach in its outlook, [68] concludes
that it is challenging. Alternatively, one could try to formulate EFT on group manifolds to
approach this problem from the target space. A small step in this direction presents [88] for
D=4.
• All derivations in this paper were just performed in a local patch of the target space. It would
be nice to better understand the global picture, too. Already at the level of non-abelian T-
duality this question is subtle. Take for example the non-abelian T-dual of the compact,
round three sphere. It is a non-compact target space. On the other hand there are arguments
based on the AdS/CFT correspondence that suggest that this naive global picture has to be
refined [89]. Control over global properties is important to construct more exotic target
spaces like T-folds [47], too. They arise if two local patches are connected by a T-duality
7This always has to be the case if at least one of the dual target spaces preserves some supersymmetry. In this case
it automatically solves the field equations and gives rise to a vacuum. All dual target spaces share this property.
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transformation. T-folds for abelian T-duality are well studied, but there are no examples for
Poisson-Lie T-duality. A first step in this interesting direction is discussed in [90].
• T-duality is very closely related to the extended nature of the string and the worldsheet cou-
pling α ′ captures its length. In the SUGRA regime we study the limit α ′→ 0 where the string
is in first approximation a point particle. The actions we have studied are the leading order
in a 1/α ′ expansion. Calculating subleading contributions is cumbersome. But having man-
ifest Poisson-Lie symmetry one might hope that these calculations perhaps simplify. How
could this work? One idea is to try something similar to our R/R sector approach. There, we
noticed that one could do computations directly on the worldsheet. But they are very compli-
cated and we rather exploited the symmetries we already encountered in the NS/NS sector.
A Poisson-Lie group is just the classical limit of a quantum group where the deformation pa-
rameter q→ 1. Thus, one could try to extend the presented results to the quantum deformed
version Dq of D. At first this idea seems ad hoc, but there is a hint that suggests to incorpo-
rate quantum groups in one way or another. For a WZW-model on the Lie groupG at the level
k, chiral primary fields admit the action of the quantum group Gq with q= exp(ipi/(k+h∨))
where h∨ is the dual Coexter number of G. These primaries are essential to derive DFTWZW
from CSFT in the first place. In the target space, k measures the ratio between string length
and the curvature of the geometry. Hence, if we send α ′→ 0 while keeping the curvature of
the background finite we find the limit q→ 1, we are currently working in.
This list is far from complete. But it gives an impression of the diverse research opportunities we
hope to hear more about in the future.
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